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Let L, be the Sturm-Liouville differential operator L, = -d2/dx’ + q(x); 
x E (0, co). We assume that L, has either a purely discrete spectrum that is bounded 
from below by zero or a continuous spectrum that tills up the interval (0, 003 with, 
possibly, a finite number of negative eigenvalues. The W-transform q(x) of 
$(,v) E L*(O, m) is defined by 
where g(x, y; t) is a function associated with the fundamental solution of the 
perturbed equation 
ciu(x, I) 
-L,u(x, 1)=7. 
The main purpose of this paper is to derive an inversion formula for the W-trans- 
form. This inversion formula generalizes the known inversion formulae for 
the Weierstrass, Weierstrass-Hankel convolution, and Weierstrass-Laguerre 
transforms. The results of this paper are easily extended to the case where L, is 
considered over the entire line (-co, cu). y’, 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Solving certain boundary value problems involving heat equations of 
different types leads to integral transforms whose kernels are functions 
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associated with the fundamental solutions of these heat equations. Various 
properties of these integral transforms, as well as their inversion formulae, 
have been studied by seveal people in recent years. 
In [12], for example, I. I. Hirschman and D. V. Widder developed an 
inversion and representation theory for integral transforms whose kernels 
are associated with the fundamental solution of the classical heat equation 
u,,(x, t) = 44 t). (1.1) 
F. M. Cholewinski and D. T. Haimo obtained similar results for integral 
transforms whose kernels are associated with the generalized heat equation 
u xx +% =u xx ” 
v > 0, (1.2) 
[l, 51 and the Laguerre differential heat equation 
xu,,+(ct+ 1 -x)u,=u,, cc>--1, (1.3) 
[2, 31. Among other results, they derived inversion formulae for the 
Weierstrass-Hankel convolution transform and the dual Weierstrass- 
Laguerre transform. The former is related to Eq. (1.2) and the latter to 
Eq. (1.3). Other related transforms were also studied by D. T. Haimo in 
[4, 10, 111. 
In a recent paper [20], we introduced an integral transform which we 
called the W-transform whose kernel is associated with the generalized heat 
equation 
-Luk 1) = u,(x, t), (1.4) 
where L, is a self-adjoint differential operator of order 2N which has, 
among other restrictions, a purely discrete spectrum. The kernel of the 
W-transform is related to Eq. (1.4) in the same way that the kernels of the 
Weierstrass-Hankel convolution transform and the dual Weierstrass- 
Laguerre transform are related to Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3), respectively. An 
inversion formula for the W-transform was also found in [20]. 
The main goal of this paper is to derive an inversion formula for the 
W-transform associated with the perturbed heat equation 
-LAX, 1) = uk t), 
where L, is the Sturn-Liouville differential operator 
Lx= - -&J(x), 
and q(x) is continuous. 
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Unlike our investigation in [203, we not only impose fewer restrictions 
on the operator L,r, but also extend our results to the case where L.,. has 
a continuous spectrum. The results of this paper generalize those previously 
obtained by Hirschman and Widder [12] and Cholewinski and Haimo 
Cl, 111. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the second-order differential equation 
-$ p(x): +l(x)y=h(x)y, 
( 1 
(2.1 1 
where p(x), r(x) are positive, p(x) has a continuous first derivative, 
p(x) r(x) has a continuous second derivative, and I is a complex number. 
By means of the substitutions 
N ) 
r(x) Ii2 dx 
z= - 
P(X) ’ 
u = (r(x) p(x))‘/” y, 
Eq. (2.1) takes the form 
d=u 
-dz’+q(z)u=h, 
where q(z) = @“(z)/I(z) + /(x)/r(x) and /3(z) = (r(x)p(x))1”4. 
Let L denote the Sturm-Liouville differential operator 
L= -$+q(z). 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Then, Eq. (2.2) takes the form 
Lu = Au. 
We consider the singular Sturm-Liouville problem 
Lu(x, A) = 224(x, A), o<x<oc, (2.4) 
with the boundary conditions 
(1) l4xJ)l- (22, 
(2) ~(0, 1.) cos c1+ ~‘(0, A) sin a = 0, x E m 2x1, (2.f3) 
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where q(x) is assumed to be continuous and real-valued on [0, co). From 
now on we denote the singular Sturm-Liouville problem on [0, co) by 
ss-L. 
Let 4(x, A) be the particular solution of the SS - L problem satisfying 
qS(O, A) = sin a, 
qY(0, A) = -cos ct. 
(2.7) 
It is well known, [14, 151, that there exists a nondecreasing function p 
such that, for any f(x) E L*(O, co), the generalized Fourier transform f(A) 
off(x) is defined by 
= s )-(x) 4(x, 1) dx (2.8) 
in L*{ (- co, co), dp(l)j. Moreover, the Sturm-Liouville eigenfunction 
expansion off given by 
f(x) - jm f(A) 4(x, A) &(A) -m (2.9) 
converges tof(x) in L*(O, co). 
Wx) and f(4 are related as above, then the correspondence 
f-3 
is a one-one, norm-preserving mapping of the space L2(0, co) into the 
space A*(( - co, co), dp(;l)}; in fact if 
then we have Parseval’s equality 
jok4 g(x) dx= jm 3(4 i(n) W), -cc (2.10) 
and, in particular, 
(2.11) 
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Iff(x) is continuous on (0, co), and the integral 
converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to x in every finite 
interval, then 
f(x) = !” .A4 d(x, i) &(A), XE (0, x). (2.12) 
-r- 
Let .X be the class of all functions f(x) E L’(0, co) such that 
0) U(x) E L’(O, a), 
(ii) f(0) cos a +f’(O) sin cI = 0, 
(iii) lim, _ v;‘ W{q5(x, l),f(x)} =0 for all i. in the spectrum, where W 
is the Wronskian. 
If q(x) is summable over every finite interval and f(x) E A, then the 
integral in (2.12) converges to f(x) absolutely for any x, 0 < x < x, 
provided that f(x) is of bounded variation [14, pp. 319, 3471. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that the support of @(A) is bounded 
from below. More precisely, we assume that q(x) is either 
(A) non-decreasing, convex, and q(x) + m as x -+ x;, 
or 
(B) (1 +x2) q(x) e L’(0, co). 
Under these assumptions, the SS - L problem is known to have in case 
(A), [15, Sect. 7.11, 
(A * ) a purely discrete spectrum; its eigenvalues (1, } ,“= 0 have infinity 
as their sole limit point, and a lower bound which, without loss of 
generality, may be taken as zero, and in case (B) [ 14, pp. 198, 2091, 
(B*) a continuous spectrum that fills up the half-line (0, co) and has, 
possibly, a finite number of negative eigenvalues. 
Similar assumptions hold for the whole line. In the analogue of condition 
(A), for example, q(x) must be non-increasing in (- x, 0), and q(x) + cxz, 
as x+ -cc [15, Sect. 5.141. 
In case (A), if we denote the orthonormalized eigenfunctions by 
bWX,> th en f ormulae (2.8), (2.9), and (2.11) take the form 
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(2.13) 
S(x)- 5 Pw $4AxL (2.14) 
n=O 
In case (B), formulae (2.8) and (2.11) are unchanged, but (2.9) may take 
the form 
where A is the set of negative eigenvalues, 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
We note further that, in case (A), q5n(x) = 4(x, 1,) is uniformly bounded 
in x as n + co [ 15, Sect. 8.41, whereas in case (B), as A + co, if sin GI = 0, 
4(x, 2) = - 
sin $x 1 
4 
coscr+o - 
0 I ’ 
(2.18) 
and, if sin tl # 0, 
P’(A) = O(J;i), (2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
These estimates hold uniformly in x E [O, co) [6, Lemmas 1, 21. 
Further, if q(x) belongs to Ck(O, co), then so does 4(x, 2) and it can be 
shown that 
tp’(x, A) = qnq as I-+co, (2.22) 
for j= 0, 1, . . . . k and some p > 0, uniformly for x E [0, co ). In particular, 
l&x, A)I G c, for all x, 1, (2.23) 
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for some c > 0, whereas, for any fixed complex number Z, 
qqz, n) = O(e~s.S’=‘), 
as i. -+ ‘2 [17, Lemma 2.1, 191. 
(2.24) 
3. THE KERNEL g(x, y; t) 
Consider g(x, y; r) defined by 
i’4(~, A) #(I’, j-)41(l), Re t>O. (3.1 ) 
Since the support of &(A) is bounded from below, the lower limit of the 
integral in (3.1) is a finite number -b = inf{supp (dp)}. We note that 
g(x, y; t) is well defined and g(x, y; t) = g( y, x; t). In fact, as a consequence 
of the estimates of the previous section, it follows that g(x, y; t) is analytic 
in t for Re t >, 6 > 0 since its defining integral is absolutely and uniformly 
convergent in that region. By using the same argument as above and 
appealing to (2.22), we can show that if q(x) is analytic in some complex 
domain D, then so is g(x, y; t) as a function of x and y. Thus we henceforth 
assume that q(x) is analytic except possibly at the origin. 
We introduce next some additional properties of g(x, y; t). 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(i) For,fixedx and t, g(x, y; r) is in L”(0, a) (3.2) 
(ii) Iox g(x, Y; t) 44 y, 2) dy = e -n’d(~, I.). (3.3 I
s 
‘vi 
(iii) g(x, z; t,)g(z, y; 1:) dz=g(x,y: t, + t2). (3.4) 
0 
ProoJ (i) (ii) For fixed x and t, let 
g,,,(y) =gk I’; t), 
hy,,(i)=e-i’#(X, i), 
By (2.23) and the fact that p’(A) is at most CJ(&) as E. -+ a, we note that 
h,,,(i.)EL’((-co, co), dp}. From (3.1) and (2.9) we conclude that h,,,(i.) 
is the generalized Fourier transform of g,.,( y), so that 
h.,.,(l)=&,(j.). (3.5) 
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and hence (2.8) yields (3.3). Appealing to (2.1 l), we obtain 
jam I&.t(Y)12 dY = 6 I d-c Yi ()I2 dY 
i‘ 
cc 
= ep2” l&(x, ;1)1* dp(;l) 
--a, 
proving (3.2). 
(iii) The integral in (3.4) exists since 
If COg(x,z;tl)g(Z,Y;12)dz 2< fern Ig(x~z;t,)12dz 0 I ( )U ,r Ig(z,Y;t,)l*dz ) 
by (i). As in the proof of part (i), we can show that 
&,,(A) = e-““4(x, A), I,,,, = e-“‘Wy, A). 
Now an application of Parseval’s equality (2.10) yields 
fom Ax, z; tl ) g(z, y; t,) dz = jr‘ e-““$(x, L) eCir2& y, A) dp(A) 
-Lx 
f 
00 
= e pZ(r’ + ‘4$(x, A) #(y, II) dp(/2) 
-cc 
= Sk y; (1 + (2 1. Q.E.D. 
For our principal result, we need a subtraction formula corresponding to 
the addition formula (3.4). To this end, since we cannot establish directly 
an analogue of (3.3), we introduce it as an assumption for the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2, Let there exist a bounded, continuous function q(x, y, t) such 
that, for some complex number a, 
f m &ax, Y; 0 v(x, Y, 0 hay, 1) dy = e”‘d(x, J), Re t>O, (3.6) 0 
where the integral converges absolutely. Then, for 0 < t I -C tZ, 
s 
‘72 g(ax, z; t, ) daz, Y; t2 1 v(x, z, (1) dz = Ax, Y; f2 - (1). (3.7) 
0 
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Proof. The integral in (3.7) exists since q is bounded and g E L’(O, rx ). 
By combining (3.7), (3.1), and (3.6) we obtain 
The interchange of the order of the integrations is permissible by Fubini’s 
theorem in view of the absolute convergence of the integrals involved. 
Q.E.D. 
Let us observe that g(x, y; t), as a function of x or I’, is in L’(0, CC ) and 
satisfies the differential equations 
with 
and 
g(0, y; t) cos ct + g’(0, y; t) sin a= 0 
g(x, 0; t) cos c( + g’(x, 0; t) sin z = 0, 
g(4 y; 0) = ax -Y). 
Moreover, we know that 
and let 
e-“‘4(x, A) = F(x, A, t). 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
In the special case where u= i and q(ix) = -q(x), e.g., q(z) = &z’), 
where 4 is odd, we show how ~(x, y, t) may be constructed. It is easy to see 
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that the transformation x -+ ix takes the differential equation L,,u = Au into 
L,u = - lu. It follows that the transformation t -+ - t, x -+ izc, y + iy leaves 
the differential equations (3.8) invariant and hence g(ix, iy; -t) is also a 
solution of (3.8) satisfying conditions similar to (3.9). Thus there exists a 
constant C such that g(x, y; t) = Cg(ix, iv; -t). Similarly, g(x, iy; -t) is 
a solution of the equations du/at = -L,u and au/at = L,u. If g(x, ij~; -t) 
is in L*(O, co) as a function of y, then we take ~(x, y, t) = 
C(g(x, iv; - t)/g(ix, y; t)), since, in this case, 
jm g(ix, y; t)dx, y, t) 4(iy, 2) 4= C jm g(x, iy; -t) 4i.h 2)dy 
0 0 
= F(x, 1, t). 
But P(x, i, -t) is easily seen to satisfy the same differential equation and 
boundary conditions as F(x, 1, t); namely, 
Therefore, 
au 
at= -Lxuy 
F(0, 1, t) cos a + F’(0, A, t) sin c( = 0 
lim P(x, 2, -t) = iii; F(x, A, t). 
t-0 
F(x, 2, -t) = F(x, 1, t), 
=e -“‘$4(x, A). 
4. INVERSION THEOREM 
In this section we introduce the P-transform. A special case, the W-trans- 
form, generalizes the Weierstrass transform, the Weierstrass-Hankel 
convolution transform, and the dual Weierstrass-Laguerre transform given 
in [16, 1, 111, respectively. 
The primary goal of this section is to derive an inversion formula for the 
W-transform. 
Consider the parabolic partial differential equation 
auk t) _ a*u(x, t) 
at 
-----q(x)u(x, t)= -L,u(x, t), 
ax2 
(4.1) 
which reduces to the classical heat equation when q(x) = 0. The subscript 
x in (4.1) is used to indicate that the operator L is acting on u(x, t) as a 
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function of x. This notation is adopted throughout this article. We call 
(4.1) the perturbed heat equation. 
In the previous section, we introduced g(x, .v; t) which is now used to 
solve the following problem: 
Iff’(x)E L*(O, x) and satisfies (2.5) and (2.6) find .f(x, 1) such that 
df(x, t) 
-= -L,f(x. t) 
?t 
(4.2 1 
with 
To this end, set 
ft.& 0) =.f’(.u), 
,f(O, t) cos ct +f’(O, t) sin x= 0, 
I .f(-u, f)l < x. 
(4.3 1 
f(x, I) is well defined since both f( y) and g(x, y; t) are in L*(O, CD). As in 
the proof of Lemma 3.1, &,(E,) = e “‘4(x, n). Hence, by (2.10) we obtain 
From (4.4) and (2.4) we see that 
i 
x 
= -.f(Jb) e “(L,fj(X, i)) lip(i) 
z 
The boundary conditions (4.3) follow from (4.4); in particular, 
(4.4) 
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By similar reasoning, we note that the function 
g(x; t) = jl, e -“‘qi(x, A) dp(;l) 
is also a solution of Eq. (4.2). In the particular case where a = n/2 in the 
boundary condition (2.7), g(x; t) becomes the fundamental solution of (4.1) 
in the sense that for a given well-behaved functionf: 
For, we have 
as t + 0. On the other hand, since 
it follows that 
f(x) = jm f(4 4(x, Iv) &(A), --m 
S(O) = jr f(4 &(J). -cc 
More details are included in [ 191 where we have shown that if q(x) is even 
and CI = 7c/2, then g(x, 0) is the Dirac delta function 6(x), but when a = 0, 
g(x, 0) = S'(x). 
Adopting the terminology of [ 11,201, we introduce two integral trans- 
forms which are closely related to Eq. (4.1). The first, the P-transform, is 
given for any function $ defined on [O, co) by 
3(x, t) = jam vQ(y)g(x, Y; t) 4, (4.5) 
whenever the integral exists; the second, the W-transform is a special case 
of the P-transform and is defined by 
&x)=$(x, 1) 
= s ,1 Icl(y)g(x,.v; l)dy (4.6) 
whenever the integral exists. 
Both transforms exist whenever $(JJ) EL~(O, co) as can be seen from (i) 
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of Lemma 3.1. The P-transform represents, within its region of con- 
vergence, the solution of the generalized heat equation (4.1) with the initial 
condition 5(x, 0) = I,+(X), while the W-transform may thus be interpreted 
as the value of this solution at time t = 1. 
To establish our inversion formula, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let I/I(Y)E L2(0, cc) andf(x) be its W-trarsform, so thut 
f(x) = jo= ‘MY) g(x, .v; 1) 4. (4.7 ) 
Then 
(i) .f(x)~L’(o, Q), 
(ii) f(x) is continuous and bounded on (0, Q), 
(iii) the generalized Fourier transform f(A) of f(x) is in 
L’((-Q, Q), dp}. 
Moreover, 
(iv) if q(x) belongs to Ck(O, co ), then so doesf(x). In addition, all the 
deriuatioe f(j)(x) (j = 0, 1 , . . . . k) are bounded on (0, 30). 
Proof. (i) That f(x) is well defined follows immediately from an 
application of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to (4.7) 
The last inequality follows from part (i) of Lemma 3.1. From 
and (2.10), we have that 
so that 
f(x) = jm $(A) e-%)(x, I,) dp(A), 
--CL: 
f(A) = e-“&A). 
(4.8 1 
(4.9) 
Since fi(y)~L~(O, co), then $(A)EL~((-cc, ED), dp} and an appeal to 
(2.11), (2.17), and (4.9) yields 
jox If(x)12dx=jT_ If(U2dA4 --a 
I 
CL 
= e --” ($(A)(’ dp(3,) 
--z 
s 
= 
ge2’ 
. 
I 11/(~)12 d&J) -b 
< 00. (4.10) 
4Wl63.1.9 
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(ii) Since 4(x, A) is continuous and uniformly bounded for x > 0, x 
real, it s&ices to show that the integral in (4.8) converges absolutely and 
uniformly for ~20. This can be seen from the relation 
112 02 
I W)12 441) 
I iJ 
e -22 dp(l) 
--co 
for some positive constant c independent of x. 
(iii) The result follows from (4.9) and (4.11). 
(4.11) 
(iv) Since q(x) belongs to Ck(O, co), then so does 4(x, A). Using 
(2.22) in (4.8) we find that, for any O<jS k, 
for some positive constant C independent of x. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let tj(y)~L*(O, 03) andf(x) be its W-transform, so that 
f(x)= Jam te)g(x>.v; l)d~. 
Then, under the assumption of Lemma 3.2 
(4.12) 
in L*(O, 00) as well as at every Lebesque point of e(y) uniformly in the 
regionO<6<Ret<b’<l andIarg(t-l)l>e>z/2. 
Proof. From (4.8), it is clear that if x0 is a zero of 4(x, II), then it is also 
a zero of f(x) and since both of f(x) and 4(x, A) are bounded (cf. 
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Lemma 4.l(ii)), it follows that f(x)/$(x, 1”) is also bounded. From the 
absolute convergence of (3.6), we conclude that the integral in (4.12) 
converges absolutely. 
Let us define the operator erLX by its power series 
then 
k=<, n: 
= e’“‘)c$( x, A). 
For fixed t, 0 < Re t < 1, we apply the operator 
and (3.6) to obtain 
(4.13) 
e”+ to (4.8) using (4.13) 
= 5 m g(ax, y; t) rl(x, Y, t).f(uy) 4. (4.14) 0 
Interchanging the order of the integration is permissible since the integrals 
involved are absolutely convergent. 
From (4.14) we obtain 
m e’llf(x) = 
s da-c Y; t) d-x, Y, t)f(w) dy 0 
= jam g(ax> y; f) v(x, Y, f) joL Mu) s(w u; 1) du i 4 
g(ax, Y; t) g(cv, u; 1) v(x> Y, t) 4 
> 
du 
= I ou Jl(u)g( x,u;l-t)du (4.15) 
by Lemma 3.2. 
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The proof is complete if we can show that 
lim s m Ic/(u)g( x, u; E) du = $(x) (4.16) E-O 0 
in L*(O, co) as well as at every Lebesque point of e(x) uniformly in the 
region 1 arg E ( ,< 8 < z/2. 
By using Parseval’s equality (2.10), (3.5), and (4.13), we obtain 
s m v+(u) d 1 m x, 24; E) du= I@) e -““&x, a) &(/I) 0 -cc 
= s m $(I) ehELrfj(x, A) &(A) -m 
=f? -“L?+qx). (4.17) 
Finally, to show that e-ELY$(x) converges to $(x) as E -to in the 
prescribed sense, we use Theorem 3 in [S] in case A, and Theorem 5 in 
case B, and this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
5. THE CASE OF THE WHOLE REAL LINE ( - co, co ) 
Consider 
Lu(x, A) = /lu(x, A), --co<x<cc (5.1) 
I@, A)l < a, -m<xx<. (5.2) 
Let 4(x, 2) and 0(x, 2) be the solutions of (5.1) such that 
4(x, 1) = 0, qY(x, 1) = - 1, 
e(x, A) = 1, @(x, A) = 0. 
It is known that for any f(x) E L*( - co, cc) the integrals 
E(A)=jm w, n)f(x) dx, -m 
F(l)=jUj qqx, A)f(X)dX (5.3) 
-cc 
exist in the mean. Moreover, there exist three measures &(A), &(A), and 
de(n), independent off(x), such that the Sturm-Liouville expansion off(x) 
is given by 
f(x) - jy, W, 2) E(1) 42) + j_‘, 0(x, A) f”(n) &(A) 
+ jN 4(x, 2) F(A) 4(n), (5.4) -cc 
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and if g(x) E I,*( - m, co), then 
1 x- f(x) g(x) dx1. 
where 
In the special case of (5.5) when there is a function m(A) such that 
dq(E.) = m(i) dt(A), 4(A) = Cm(A)l” &(~I, 
(5.2) becomes 
f(x) - {* G(Jb) d4x, j.) d5tj.L (5.6) 
a 
where 
tit-5 1) = e(x, A) + m(l) q%x, i.), 
and 
G(A) = 1% 1,9(x, A)f(-x) dx. (5.7) 
--3c 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 for x E ( - o(j, x ) is very similar to the one 
given for (0, co) except that in the last statement of the proof we appeal to 
Propositions 2, 3 in [9] and to [S]. 
6. EXAMPLES 
(1) Consider the operator 
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It is known that the eigenvalues are A,, = 4n + 2cr + 2 and the normalized 
eigenfunctions are 
@Ax) = Cr(, :“a!+ * ,y2 xx+ 1/2e-x2/2L;(x2), 
where L:(x) is the Laguerre polynomial of degree n. 
It is easy to verify that the associated fuction g(x, y; t) is given by 
g,(x, y; t)= f $Jx) l),(y) e-‘4”+2a+2)t 
tl=O 
= ze - yxye - 2ry + l/2 e - 1/2(.x2 +y=j 
xf 
n! 
n=o~(n+a+l) 
Lz(x’) LI(y2) e-4n’ 
= fi (csch 2t) exp { -(~coth2z)(x2+yz)}Z,(~), 
where Z,(z) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order a. 
Since q(ix) = -q(x), in formula (3.6) we take a = i and follow the proce- 
dure given at the end of Section 3 to find that C= i and q(x, y, t) = 
(-ly+l i. Hence, noting that J,(z) is the Bessel function of the first kind 
of order ~1, after some computations, we obtain 
s a, g,(k Y;1) ?(X> Y, t) $,(iY) d  0 
= 2c,A(t) J;; exp[B(t) x2] 
O” X s exp ((4 - B(f)) ~‘1 Jd2xyNt)) Y” ‘L(-Y~) dy 0 
= c,e -x=/2x.+ l/2L,(x2) e(4n+21+2)r 
= en(x) e""', (6.1) 
where 
A(t)=+csch2t, B(t) = 4 coth 2~. (6.2) 
The last integral in (6.1) has been evaluated by means of formula 7.421-4 
in [7]. 
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From Theorem 4.1, we have that if 
then 
where 
A = ,l$ A(t), p = ,1”: B(t). + 
Upon replacing f(G) by f(~)r~~“~x’~~“+““, &A) by d(y)x 
eP “2y”2(a+ 1’2)e1!2(” + I), and t by t/4, we obtain the inversion formula for 
the dual Weierstrass-Laguerre transform as derived in [ 111. 
(2) Consider the operator 
It is known that the eigenvalues are 1, = 2n + 1 and the normalized eigen- 
functions are 
where H,(x) is the Hermite polynomial of degree n. 
We have that g(x, y; t) is given by 
gb, y; t) = f tin(x) IclAy) cinr 
n=O 
Since q(ix) = -q(x), in formula (3.6) we take a = i and follow the proce- 
dure given at the end of Section 3 to find that C= i and q(x, y, t) = 
exp{ -2ixy/sinh 2t). Therefore, if we set d, = { & 2”n!] -“*, 
E(r)=;coth 2t, 
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we obtain after some calculations, 
s O” g(k y; 2) V(& Y, 2) !h,(iY) 4v -02 
=d A(t) - exp [B(t) x2 J 
“J;; 
xi’:exp{y’(f--B(r))-Z&yA’(*)}H,(iy)dy 
= d,e-“2/2 H,(x) &2n+ I)1 
= l#bn(X) d”‘. 
The integral has been evaluated by means of formula 7.374-8 in [7]. 
The inversion formula now takes the form that if 
f(+tle-P”’ jm #(y)e-h’Z+2~2Wdy, 
,/;r --m 
(6.3) 
then 
where 
(6.4) 
a= hm A(t), 
t-11- 
p = ,cy- B(t). 
This is essentially the inversion formula for the Weierstrass transform as 
derived by Hirschman and Widder in [ 12, Theorem 4.1, Chap. 81. For if, 
in Eq. (6.3), we let y = y’/2fi and x = (d/201’) x’, we obtain 
f(~)exp(~(~)j=~j:i,(~)e-(X’-y’)2,4dy,. 
We note that when 
F(x’) is the Weierstrass transform of @(y’) so that its inversion formula 
yields 
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It follows that 
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which in the view of the definitions of a and fi, is equivalent to (6.4). 
(3) Consider the differential equation 
d2y a’-: -- ___ dx2+ x2 ,v=s2,v> O<X<rX, j. = .g. 
It is known (cf. [15]) that, in this case, the spectrum is continuous and fills 
the interval (0, co). Moreover, the role of the function 4(x, i) is now played 
by the function & J,(sx). Formula (2.9) takes the form 
f(x) - joxf(s) & J,(m) s ds. 
The associated function g(x, y; t) is given by 
g(x, y; t) = jx &J&x) J J,(sy) e IJ2 s ds 
=k(f;)eXp(-y)IX(;i!. 
Since q(ix) = -q(x), we take a= i and find that C= i, ~(x, y, t) = 
( - 1)” + 3’2. Hence, 
I = dix, Y; t) rl(x, Y, r) $(jy, 1) dy 0 
=$exp(g)jrerp( --$)Zu(3)J,(isy)ydy 
==gexp($/:yelp( -$J,(~)l,(sy)dy 
= ,,h J,(n) ers2; 
see formula 6.63334 in [7]. 
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By the inversion formula of Theorem 4.1, we now have that if 
f’(~)=~&~-~~‘~j~~ $(y)&.e-~2~41z($iy, (6.6) 
then 
-’ KY) = qqa+ l/2 ~‘y2~4,~~~~~f(1X)~e~x2’4’J~(~)d~. (6.7) 
Upon replacing $(y) by yz+ “’ $(y) and f(x) by xa + ‘12f(x), we obtain the 
inversion formula for the Weierstrass-Hankel convolution transform as 
derived in [ 1). 
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